In this paper, we have characterized the principal n-ideals of relatively normal nearlattices which are generalizations of several results on relatively normal nearlattices. We have also shown that for a central element n, the set of principal n-ideals is relatively normal if and only if any two incomparable prime n-ideals of S are co-maximal.
INTRODUCTION
n-Normal in lattices and n-Normal in nearlattices have been studied by many authors including [1] , [2] and [3] . Also [5] has used the annihilators in case of relative normal lattices. In this paper, we introduce the notion of principal n-ideals of relatively normal nearlattices which are generalizations of several results on relatively normal nearlattices.
A distributive nearlattice S is called a relatively normal nearlattice if each closed interval [x, y] with x < y (x, y∈S) is a normal lattice. In [13, Chapter 2] discusses the concept of normality in a bounded distributive lattice which is self dual. So the concept of relative normality in a nearlattice is also self dual.
S (x, y∈S) x < y, is normal.
When n is a sesquimedial element of a distributive nearlattice S, then P n (S) is also a distributive nearlattice. Thus, P n (S) is a relatively normal nearlattice if each interval [< a > n , < b > n ] in P n (S) is normal.
The following result [11] will be needed for the further development of this section. Theorem 1.1 Let S be a distributive nearlattice with an upper element n. Then the following conditions hold.
(i) < < x > n ∨ < y > n , < x > n > = < < y > n , < x > n >.
(ii) < < x > n , J > = ∨ y ∈ J < <x > n , < y > n >, the supremum of n-ideal< < x> n , < y > n > in the lattice of n-ideals of S, for any x∈S and any n-ideal J. (a) < x ∨ y, x > = < y, x > for any x,y ∈L, (a) L is relatively normal,
Following lemma is dual of Lemma 1.2 and is very easy to prove. So we prefer to omit the proof. Lemma 1.4 Let L be distributive lattice. Then the following conditions hold.
where [a, b] represents any interval in L. Lemma 1.5 and Lemma 1.6, which are also due to [11] , are essential for the proof of our main result of this section. Lemma 1.5 Let S be a distributive nearlattice with an upper element n. Suppose a, b, c∈S.
(i) If a,b, c ≥ n, then < < m(a, n, b) > n , < c > n > = < < a > n ,< c > n >∨ < < b > n , < c > n > is equivalent to < a ∧ b, c > = < a, c > ∨ < b,c >.
Lemma 1.6 Let S be a distributive nearlattice with an upper element n. Suppose a, b, c∈S.
The following result is due to [11] , which is a generalization of above Lemma-1.2, which plays an important role in proving our main result in this paper. (i) < < x > n ∨ < y > n , < x > n > = < < y > n , < x > n >.
(ii) < < x > n , J > = ∨ y ∈ J < <x > n , < y > n >, the supremum of n-ideals < < x > n , < y> n > in the lattice of n-ideals of L, for any x∈L and any n-ideal J.
Recall that a distributive lattice L with 1 is a dual normal lattice if L d is a normal lattice. In other words, a distributive lattice L with 1 is called dual normal if every prime filter of L is contained in a unique ultra filter (maximal and proper) of L. As we mentioned earlier that this condition in a lattice is self dual. Thus for a bounded distributive lattice, the concept of normality and dual normality coincides. (i) L is dual normal.
(ii) Each prime filter of L is contained in a unique ultra-filter (maximal and proper).
Corollary 1.9 Let L be a bounded distributive lattice. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
Ali in [4, Theorem 3.2.7.] has given a nice characterization of relatively normal lattices in terms of dual relative annihilators, which is in fact, the dual of Theorem 1.3. As we have mentioned earlier that in nearlattices the idea of dual relative annihilators is not always possible. But when n is an upper element in S then x ∨ n exists for all x∈S. Thus for any a ∈ (n], x ∨ a exists for x∈S. Hence we can define < a, b > d for all a∈(n] and b∈S.
When n is a central element in S, then by [13, Theorem 1.
Thus we have the following result. 
Proof. 
. Therefore, by Corollary 1.9, [a, b] is normal.
Therefore (n] is relatively normal. Now we prove our main results of this paper, which are generalizations of Theorem 1.3, [7, Theorem 5] and a result of [6] , also see [8] . These give characterizations of those P n (S) which are relatively normal. (ii) < < a > n , < b > n > ∨ < < b > n , < a > n > = S.
(iii) < < c > n , < a > n ∨ < b > n > = < < c > n, < a > n > ∨ < < c > n , < b > n >, whenever a ∨ b exists.
(iv) < < c > n , A ∨ B > = < < c > n , A > ∨ < < c > n , B >.
(v) << m (a, n, b) > n , < c > n > = << a> n ,< c > n > ∨ < < b > n , < c > n >.
Proof. (i)⇒(ii). Let z∈S.
Consider the interval I = [< a > n ∩ < b > n ∩ < z> n , < z > n ] in P n (S). Then < a > n ∩ < b > n ∩ < z> n is the smallest element of the interval I. By (i), I is normal. Then by [13,Theorem 5.2.5], there exist principal n-ideals < p> n , < q > n ∈I such that, < a > n ∩ < z > n ∩ < p > n = < a > n ∩ < b > n ∩ < z > n = < b > n ∩ < z > n ∩ < q > n and < z > n = < p > n ∨ < q > n .
implies < q > n ⊆ < < b > n , < a > n > Thus < z > n ⊆ < < a > n , < b > n > ∨ < < b > n , < a > n > and so z∈ < < a > n , < b > n > ∨ < < b > n , < a > n >.
Hence < < a > n , < b > n > ∨ < < b > n , < a > n > = S.
(ii)⇒(iii). Suppose (ii) holds and a ∨ b exists. For (iii), R.H.S. ⊆ L.H.S. is obvious. Now, let z∈< < c > n , < a > n ∨ < b > n >.
Then z ∨ n∈< < c > n , < a > n ∨ < b > n > and m (z ∨ n, n, c)∈ < a > n ∨ < b > n .
Now, by (ii), z ∨ n∈< < a > n , < b > n > ∨ < < b > n , < a > n >.
So z ∨ n ≤ (p ∨ n) ∨ (q ∨ n) for some p ∨ n∈< < a > n , < b > n > and q ∨ n ∈< < b > n , < a > n >.
This implies r∈< < c > n , < b > n >. Similarly, t ∈< < c > n , < a > n >.
Hence z ∨ n ∈< < c > n , < a > n > ∨ < < c > n , < b > n >.
Again, z ∈ < < c > n , < a > n ∨ < b > n > implies z ∧ n∈< < c > n , < a > n ∨ < b > n >. Then a dual calculation of above shows that z ∧ n∈< < c > n , < a > n > ∨ < < c > n , < b > n >. Thus by convexity,z∈< < c > n , < a > n > ∨ < < c > n , < b > n > and so L.H.S. ⊆ R.H.S. Hence (iii) holds. n) ) implies r = s ∨ t for some s∈A, t ∈B and s, t ≥ n. Then by (iii), < < c > n , < r > n > = < < c > n , < s ∨ t > n > = < < c > n , < s > n ∨ < t > n > = < < c > n , < s > n > ∨ < < c > n , < t > n > ⊆ < < c > n , A > ∨ < < c > n , B > Hence x ∨ n∈< < c > n , A > ∨ < < c > n , B >. Also x∈< < c > n , A ∨ B > implies
Again, using [12, Theorem 1.4] , we see that l = p ∧ q where p∈A, q∈B and p, q ≤ n. Then by (iii), < < c > n , < l > n > = < < c > n , < p ∧ q > n > = < < c > n , < p > n ∨ < q > n > = < < c > n , < p > n > ∨ < < c > n , < q > n > ⊆ < < c > n , A > ∨ < < c > n , B > Hence x ∧ n∈< < c > n , A > ∨ < < c > n , B >. Therefore, by convexity, x∈< < c > n , A > ∨ < < c > n , B > and so L.H.S. ⊆ R.H.S. Thus (iv) holds.
(iv)⇒(iii) is trivial.
(ii)⇒(v). Suppose (ii) holds. In (v), R.H.S. ⊆ L.H.S. is obvious. Now let z∈< < m(a, n, b) > n , < c > n > which implies z ∨ n∈< < m(a, n, b) > n , < c > n >.
By (ii), z ∨ n∈< < a > n , < b > n > ∨ < < b > n , < a > n >. Then by [12, Theorem 1.4] , z ∨ n = x ∨ y for some x∈< < a > n , < b > n > and y∈< < b > n , < a > n > and x, y ≥ n. Thus, < x > n ∩ < a > n ⊆ < b > n and
This implies x∈< < a > n , < c > n >. Similarly, y∈< < b > n , < c > n > and so z ∨ n∈< < a > n , < c > n > ∨ < < b > n , < c > n >. Similarly, a dual calculation above shows that z ∧ n∈< < a > n , < c > n > ∨ < < b > n , < c > n >. Thus by convexity, z∈ < < a > n , < c > n > ∨ < < b > n , < c > n > and so L.H.S. ⊆ R.H.S. Hence (v) holds. By (v), < < m(a, n, b) > n , < c > n > = < < a > n , < c > n > ∨ < < b > n , < c > n >. But by Lemma 1.5(i), this is equivalent to < a ∧ b, c > = < a, c > ∨ < b,c>. Then by [10, Theorem 3.3.5] , this shows that [n) is relatively normal. Similarly, for a, b, c ≤ n, using Lemma 1.5(ii) and Theorem 1.11, we find that (n] is relatively normal. Therefore by [13,Theorem 1.5.2], P n (S) is relatively normal.
Finally we need to prove that (iii)⇒(i).
By (iii), < < c > n , < a > n ∨ < b > n > = < < c > n , < a > n ∨ < < c > n , < b > n , when ever a v b exists.
But by Lemma 1.6(i), this is equivalent to < c, a ∨ b > = < c, a > ∨ < c, b >.
Then by Lemma 1.5, this shows that [n) is relatively normal.
Similarly, for a, b,c ≤ n, using the Lemma 1.6(ii) and Theorem 1.11, we find that (n] is relatively normal. Therefore by [13, Theorem 1.5.2], P n (S) is relatively normal.
By [5] , [7] , and [6] we know that a lattice is relatively normal if and only if any two incomparable prime ideals are co-maximal. [9] extended this result for nearlattices. We conclude this paper by proving the following result, which is a generalization of [10, Theorem 3. (i) P n (S) is relatively normal.
(ii) Any two incomparable prime n-ideals P and Q are co-maximal, i.e. P ∨ Q = S.
Proof. (i)⇒(ii). Suppose (i) holds. Let P and Q be two incomparable prime n-ideals of S. Then there exist a, b∈S such that a∈P-Q and b∈Q-P.
Then < a > n ⊆ P-Q and < b > n ⊆ Q-P. Since by (i), P n (S) is relatively normal, so by [13,Theorem 5.2.8], < < a > n , < b > n > ∨ < < b > n , < a > n > =S.
But as P, Q are prime, so it is easy to see that < < a > n , < b > n > ⊆ Q and < < b > n , < a > n > ⊆ P. Therefore, S ⊆ P ∨ Q and so P ∨ Q = S. Thus (ii) holds.
(ii)⇒(i). Suppose (ii) holds. Let P 1 and Q1 be two incomparable prime ideals of [n). Then by [13, Lemma 1.5.5], there exist two incomparable prime ideals P and Q of S such that P 1 = P ∩ [n) and Q 1 = Q ∩ [n). Since n∈P 1 and n∈Q 1 , so by [12, Lemma 1.7] , P and Q are in fact two incomparable prime n-ideals of S. Then by (ii), P ∨ Q = S. Similarly, considering two prime filters of (n] and proceeding as above and using the dual result of [10, Theorem 3.3 .10] we find that (n] is relatively normal. Therefore, by [13, Theorem 1.5.2], P n (S) is relatively normal.
